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Building Partnerships

But when do we get to actually campaign? If you’ve

read this far by now you should have an excellent

strategy based on a rigorous understanding of your

issue, of who and how to influence, not to mention a

defined aim and impact. If you suddenly find yourself

lost under a mountain of impact chains, problem

trees and outcome maps, about to embark upon

creating a room-sized three-dimensional Venn

diagram representing your route to change, now is

the time to stop planning and start doing stuff, and of

course, you will know exactly what to do…

But do you really know what to do? How do you

actually deliver a campaign and how do you do it

effectively? 

Just to confuse things, it’s probably worth mentioning
that the landscape in which we campaign is changing
very rapidly. On the other hand, we in the student
movement are ideally placed to build on our progress
in recognising, adapting to and taking advantage of
this changing landscape. Many campaigners have
defined some key trends:

• growth of new technologies (e.g. social media)

• professionalisation of campaigning

• more fluid activism, and a decline in ‘command

and control’ activism.1

What do these trends mean? New digital technologies
such as social media platforms – Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube – as well as blogging, digital mapping and
campaign websites have increased the potential reach
of campaigns, in terms of gaining supporters. New
technologies also present a challenge to traditional
‘command and control’ activism: the open nature of
social media can result in a loss of control over
campaign messaging, but an opportunity to harness
the creativity of people to ensure you have a bigger
impact.

Don’t forget that not everyone has access to or
regularly uses online media. Recent research into
trends in campaigning emphasise the importance of
engaging people in different ways, based on what you
know about how different groups of people interact.

Another thing to consider is that supporters of
campaigns often move from one campaign to the next
in a very fluid manner. A student may sign an online
petition, send a pro forma email to an MP or join a
Facebook group, and the growth of consumer activism
– boycotts, wearing wristbands or buying ethical
products – has aided this type of important but
arguably fleeting engagement.2

On the flipside, there are now occupational standards
in campaigning and an emerging body of best
practice, including toolkits, guides and training, all of
which has developed the nature of campaigning as a
professional discipline. So, as campaigners we have
the best and the worst of it – increasing access to
resources and support to create change, but a huge
challenge in engaging supporters and targets beyond
‘light’ actions, or ‘clicktivism’ as it has been called.3

So when you’re thinking of messaging, tactics and
delivery, it’s wise to keep these trends in mind. This is
why your strategy should be a working document to
give you flexibility– if you can adapt to and take
advantage of change, you’re probably going to be a lot
more effective in creating it. So when you deliver your
campaign, what are the key ways you can make a
bigger impact?

12. Building partnerships

One key way to maximise impact is to work in
partnership with other organisations. Your stakeholder
diagram and influence map should help you in
choosing who to partner with – in the community and
beyond.

These are some principles for effective collaboration:

• shared vision – what do you want to achieve and
why?

• trust and commitment – active commitment and
trust between each other

• clear terms of reference – roles, responsibilities,
aims, objectives and strategy – written and signed if
necessary
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• open, honest communication – regular and up-to-
date communication between partners, addressing
problems as they arise

• appropriate management and governance

structures – e.g. a steering group to oversee the
campaign.

Collaboration is often done via:

• networks – usually informal, with an emphasis on
sharing ideas and best practice 

• coalitions – joint working, sometimes by diverse
organisations investing significant resources,
working to agreed strategies on a campaign

• alliances – long-term formalised agreements
between organisations which share common ideals,
with short-term campaign strategies jointly
developed.4

Working with other

students’ unions

If you are campaigning on an issue that affects
students in your city or region, then linking up with
other tertiary education unions will immediately provide
you with a stronger campaign base. You can work
together by sharing resources (e.g. sharing coaches to
travel to a national demonstration), producing
collective communication for members at each
institution and lobbying your local councils and MPs. 

Contacting FE Unions

Terms for further education colleges normally start in
September but most FE students’ unions don’t have
full-time sabbatical officers, and some won’t have any
officers in post until after elections in October. If you
are from an HE union, the easiest way to make initial
contact with your local FE union is via their staff
support, and this will normally be a college staff
member. These staff members have a variety of job
titles including ‘staff student liaison officer’,
‘learner/student voice co-ordinator’, ‘learner
involvement co-ordinator’, or simply ‘student services
manager’. 

You can either phone the college switchboard and ask
to speak to the students’ union (in which case you will
probably be put through to the staff support), or you
can get in touch with your regional NUS policy and
development advisor for the appropriate contact
details.

Some FE unions don’t have well-developed structures
and may not have elected officers at all. If this is the
case, it may be worth talking to the college to see if
you can meet with its class/course reps or organise a
meeting on campus for students who may be
interested in the campaign. You would need to go
through the same members of college staff to organise
this.

Contacting HE unions

The majority of HE unions have sabbatical or volunteer
officers that will lead on campaign work. If you are from
an FE union, the easiest way to contact those officers
is simply by giving the union a call. Contact details for
NUS affiliated unions can be found on NUS Connect.

Working with your local

trade unions

Working with your local trade unions is a good way to
gain more supporters and explore joint financial
avenues for campaigns. Workers in the education
sector are likely to be experiencing similar problems to
students, and so, by joining together with other
workers, there is more chance of having an influence
on a local and national level. 

Trades councils

Trades councils are common in some towns and cities.
They bring together unions to work and campaign on
issues affecting working people in their local
workplaces and communities.

It is vital that strong lines of communication between
trade unions, students’ unions and NUS are built and
maintained in order that staff and students are in a
position to defend their interests through the principles
of collectivism. 

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/sudirectory/unions/map/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/sudirectory/unions/map/
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Many of NUS’ campaigns have been built on strong
relationships with trade unions, key recent examples
being the Pay Interns: Unpaid, Unfair, Illegal campaign,
the Living Wage campaign and the No to FE Fees
campaign.

Download the Working with Trade Unions briefing for

more information and regional contact details.

Voluntary and community

organisations

Depending on your campaign, it might well be really
useful to work closely with local charities and
community groups or local activist networks of national
voluntary and community organisations (VCOs). These
vary hugely, from NGOs with substantial resources to
tiny community groups with no staff members, entirely
run by volunteers. While the contact details for local
groups of national charities can more easily be
reached through contacting the head offices of the
respective charities, it is easiest to enquire about VCOs
in your area by contacting the regional VCO network.
To find out if there is one and who they are, get in
touch with NCVO or NAVCA, which are both national
membership bodies of VCOs.

Private sector

organisations

It may be worthwhile working with key private sector
organisations, be they multinational enterprises
(MNEs) or small and medium enterprises (SMEs). You
may choose to work with businesses for sponsorship,
for partnership in campaigns or to target for lobbying,
shareholder or consumer activism. However, bear in
mind the views of your membership, how your
partnership will be perceived and what the terms of the
partnership will be. For example, sponsorship may
change your focus, communication and objectives. 

Working with NUS

Get in touch with us! We are a confederation of 600
students' unions, amounting to more than 95 per cent
of all higher and further education unions in the UK.

Through our member students' unions, we represent
the interests of more than 7 million students. 

NUS can support your campaigns in a number of

ways, including:

• Campaigns Hub – get involved – share resources
and start discussions on campaigns strategy!

• Campaigns staff network – bimonthly meetings for
staff from students’ unions, including workshops,
speaker talks and campaigns show-and-tell
examples.

• Training and advice – ad hoc workshops for staff
and officers, or bespoke training to students
through our activist development programme.

NUS can also help by providing you with contacts to
other professional bodies and trade unions.

If you have any questions, you can contact NUS

Campaigns by emailing (campaigns@nus.org.uk) 

or following us on Twitter (@NUSUK).

Building Partnerships

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/news/article/soccit/Unfair-Unpaid-Illegal-Resources/
http://www.alivingwage.co.uk/
http://no2fefees.org.uk/
http://no2fefees.org.uk/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/campaigns/Working-with-Trade-Unions-2011-2012/
http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/
http://www.navca.org.uk/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/campaignshub/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/campaignshub/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/campaignshub/campaigns-staff-network/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/campaignshub/training-and-advice/
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/news/article/activism/2442/
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Organising and Communicating

  
 

What does ‘organising’

mean?

Organising basically means going out and engaging
and involving your members in the campaigns that
your students’ union runs; getting students to take
ownership over campaigns and developing strong
grass roots, activist-led campaigning activities. It’s
often referred to as the lifeblood of the student
movement.

Organising means engaging people in why they
should act to change their world – their values – and
how they can act to change it – their strategy. It’s about
developing new relationships out of old ones –
sometimes by linking one person to another and
sometimes by linking whole networks of people
together. Relationships grow out of exchanges of
interests and resources, the commitment to sustain
them, and the creation of a shared story.

Crucial to the success of many recent campaigns has
been their bottom-up focus. Rather than developing a
campaign and involving supporters in key actions,
many campaigns now involve their supporters and
beneficiaries – in our case students – in the design,
delivery and monitoring of campaigns. This has been
the case for many campaigns for a long time; in the
trade union movement, for example, workers directly
affected by poor working conditions have self-
organised and coalesced to promote common
interests. 

It’s best to involve students in both the design and
delivery of a campaign because:

• your campaign will be open to more ideas

• your campaign will have more legitimacy, as
students were a part of its creation

• students will be more empowered to campaign, as
they will be able to see the results of their
contributions.

Some different ways you can involve students in a
campaign are:

• as direct advocates – e.g. in lobbying and media
work

• as autonomous campaign groups – provide
students with resources and guidance but allow
them to develop their own campaigns strategy

• to be consulted – involve students in the campaign
by consulting them on decisions and direction but
retain overall control

• to be informed – involve students in the campaign
by informing them of your campaign and providing
them with opportunities for involvement.

You may decide on a combination of some of these,
for example by developing your strategy in
consultation with students, then taking on a facilitator
role in encouraging them to campaign by providing
resources and guidance while working towards a 
clear strategy. The democratic nature of students’
unions gives students a clear way to maintain formal
decision-making power over the broad nature of the
campaigning work that you do. However in order to
engage students, empower them and release their
creative potential to make your campaigns as
innovative and effective as possible, it is worthwhile
devolving more power and responsibility to students
so they can take a campaign and run with it!

The increase in social media tools as forms of
communication between students also provides
readymade avenues to more rapidly increase
involvement and to enable people to take actions
themselves. You could ask students to make their own
campaign videos and upload to YouTube, set up a
website with interactive blogs, start a group on
Facebook or use Twitter to regularly communicate with
supporters and targets.

The crucial issue is to consider these tools, as with any
campaign action, as a means to achieving your aim
and to ask yourself why you are doing what it is you
are doing. You may have acquired 1,000 supporters
on Facebook, but what does this mean? One carefully
written letter, meeting or supporter-made video could



be more powerful in persuading a decision-maker than
the mere fact that you have 1,000 supporters on
Facebook. 

In an organising union:

• the members are the union

• members are trained and encouraged to work
collectively to campaign on their issues and for
improvements

• the union is proactive — it gives members the
power to take up and resolve issues themselves,
and non-members are recruited around these
issues and this philosophy

• officers and staff provide support and advice to help
students win improvements 

• an organising union is member-led — everyone
plays their part in ensuring the union is active

• the union cannot be separated from the campus as
members and management understand that the
students are the union.

>

>
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Save University of East Anglia (UEA) music!

“Our anti-fees and cuts group has grown in size and activity since the Save UEA Campaign started.” Meg Evans,
Academic Officer, Union of UEA Students

The day after the plan to close UEA’s school of music was announced, three music students started a petition
which quickly gained 1,000 signatures in 24 hours (rising to 10,000), as student officers and members of the music
school engaged students, academics and others – in person and online via social media.

The campaign attracted a lot of volunteers, three events were held around Norwich, a silent protest was staged by
200 students outside university council on the day of the closure decision, and the campaign was covered in the
local, national and international press including the Huffington Post and Private Eye. While it was unsuccessful in
keeping the school open, the campaign did win a commitment from the university to monitor student experience
within the school to maintain an equitable experience for students.

The key feature of the campaign was that it was planned and delivered collaboratively through an organising team,
which brought together experienced activists, music students, student officers, sympathetic academics and
members of the local community. Through this group, the campaign decided what actions to take, divided up
responsibilities, planned a timeline of actions and looked at how members could contribute (e.g. student officers
through lobbying, activists through grassroots campaigning).

© Ga Chun Yau
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A strong and effective campaign team is essential for

any campaign to be successful. Campaigns rarely

succeed when the workload is not spread across a

range of people with different responsibilities and

skills. One thing to keep in mind is that any

campaign should not be the responsibility of just one

person, but should have the involvement of a range

of people. To ensure this happens, check your

capacity.

Think about which individuals can best help you
campaign. Use your influence map and power analysis
to help you identify your campaign team. This table
can help you note down as many potential allies as
possible and can be a good group exercise to discuss
each campaigner.

Consider the following six steps to help you build and
enthuse your campaign team: 

1. Recruit: convince students that they should get
involved. Develop a message that inspires support
and commitment to joining your campaign team. 

2. Record: put systems in place for tracking the
activity of your campaign team. Make sure you are
always building and updating your list of email
addresses and phone numbers. Know who is
responsible for what.

3. Prepare: convince your team that they can be
effective. Give them tools (training, sample
messages, role-play exercises, and feedback) in
order for them to feel fully informed and prepared.

4. Engage: be specific. Allow them flexibility but make
sure you are clear on what you need. Give

deadlines. From the total number of supporters who
give you a hard commitment, expect only half of
them to follow through. 

5. Remind: even your most committed member of
your team can forget. Remind everyone the day
before an action. 

6. Report: let your team know the results of your
efforts. Tell them how many people acted with them,
how much of an increase it represents, how it will
build for the future, what the MP’s reaction was and
what they will do as a result.

It is often harder to enthuse a disenchanted activist
than a new one. Here are some tips for keeping people
motivated: 

Inclusion: give people a sense of being part of what’s
going on. 

Control: allow people to control the pace of their work
and to have some influence over decision-making – at
least in their own work. 

Appreciation: give recognition for their efforts. Ways
include: 

• personal thanks

• public recognition at meetings 

• mention or photo in newsletter/ bulletin 

• opportunity to attend training
programme/conference/outside meeting 

• certificate of appreciation.

Once you have your campaign team in place and you
have a plan of how to target your audience, the next
stage is to get students involved and aware of your key
campaign actions, e.g. a mass lobby, demonstration etc.

 

Potential 
campaigner  

Why are they 
interested? 

Getting them on 
board  

How can they 
contribute? 

What will they get out 
of it? 
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So, you need to build your support base, but how?

One key way is by reaching out to students and

bringing new groups to support the campaign. In

order to excite your team and gain their commitment

to act, they need to be given specific tasks;

recruiting supporters can be one of these tasks.

Assume nothing

Put yourself in the shoes of someone who knows
nothing about the issues (it's easy to get caught up in
the fine details if you've been working on the campaign
for a while!) and make sure that your campaign
information is clear and easy to understand. Don't use
jargon or exaggerate the facts to panic students into
paying attention.

Be enthusiastic

You need to be enthusiastic and confident, and appear
to enjoy what you're doing; hopefully the effect will rub
off on to the people around you. Publicise your
victories, no matter how small, and let your
membership know it was collective action that saved
the day. If you’re not enthusiastic, why should anyone
else be?

Recruit agents for your

campaign team

Create your own local Communication Action
Network (CAN) – convince your course reps, sports
clubs, societies and closest friends to get involved in

the campaign, and ask them to each get another
person to sign up. Once you have a number of people
involved, create campaign cells, appointing campaign
cell co-ordinators to share the work and increase
communication to those actively involved.

Assign a co-ordinator for each of your campuses,
colleges, or whatever areas make sense to your
institution in regard to wherever your students live and
study. Ensure each Communication Action
Representative Co-ordinator (CARC) can recruit a
Communication Action Representative (CAR) for at
least five to seven students. The CARC should
coordinate activities with CARs, providing briefings
through one-to-one and group meetings, and ending
with clear campaign objectives – start with low-intensity
activities and escalate slowly to bigger objectives. 

Keep it simple and ensure no one is overloaded with
work – the people involved should focus on
communication, not on stewarding or representing
students. It goes without saying that the CAN needs to
be built around your campaign on a specific issue. 

A CAN is an incredibly effective way to organise your
campaign, but don’t get hung up on ensuring you
have the specific structure in the diagram – just focus
on adapting and developing an effective way of
involving students in the design and delivery of your
campaign! Think about who you can use, and take
advantage of your existing societies and structures to
ensure you don’t replicate them needlessly.

>
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Engaging supporters

Brag 

Make sure you publicise your victories, however small
they may seem to you. Communicating with students
in this way will engage them further in your campaign
and convince them that they can make a difference.

Get the message out

Don't just rely on posters to inform your membership.
How about stalls, leaflets, stickers (to get people
talking), making announcements, petitions, student
media, canvassing in halls, kitchen meetings or
campus radio? Be inventive and be brave. It's amazing
how many students’ union officers are scared to talk to
a table full of students in the refectory. If you do get
funny looks, it's generally because students are not
used to being talked to or consulted!

Make it relevant

How does the campaign affect your members? Pare
the issues down to the 'here and now' and reassure
students that their involvement can make a difference.

Many students will be cynical as to the effectiveness of
a campaign. They may believe action is
counterproductive, or that the campaign is not relevant
to them. You need to inspire them and make them
believe they can make a difference.

Make it simple and make it

powerful

Make your key campaign message simple to
understand yet powerful and memorable – that old
dictum about a thesis (ensure you can condense your
argument into a sentence or two) works with
campaigning as well. Make sure you can say what you
want to achieve and why in a short, powerful way.
Often having a clear human story behind your
campaign helps enormously – create a narrative which
chimes with the experiences of your audience. 

Gather support

In order to give your campaign strength, you should
aim to get policy on the issue passed at a quorate

general meeting or student representative council. If
your campaign involves a petition, circulate it around
the meeting, as this is a useful way of getting names
and addresses. Keep people informed as the
campaign progresses and invite them to further
events.

go along to other meetings

Whatever it’s for – the athletics club, the medics
society, etc., ask permission from the chair first and
turn up with leaflets or information about any
meetings/activities you have planned. Say hello and
introduce yourself, explaining what you’re doing.
(Leave when asked – unless you want to join the club.)
Talk to other societies at welcome week and ask them
if they will get involved and publicise the campaign to
their members.

Grab opportunities

Every time there is an article in the paper, or an item on
the news even remotely linked to your campaign – e.g.
if your campaign aims to save a discount student
travel card scheme and you see an article in the local
newspaper about a lack of jobs for young people –
write a letter to the editor. You could organise theme
nights at your union to help raise awareness and
funding for the campaign.

Fun, fun, fun

It is important that volunteers have fun while
campaigning, so plan social activities into their
schedule. Even if this is simply getting together after
delivering leaflets, it makes people feel involved and
provides another reason to get involved. Always make
it easy for new people to join the campaign and make
them feel welcome.

People are also more likely to respond if they get
enjoyment out of it, and this can be used to add colour
to the campaign. Are you a musician (or have you
managed to charm one into joining your campaign
team)? Encourage musicians, drama, and art and design
students to get involved and do what they do best. They
could provide entertainment at publicity events.

>

>
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You could, for example, talk to the student radio station
or student TV station about organising a competition
for the best protest song about your campaign, or
creating the most motivational video. Convince the
student newspaper to run a competition for the best
editorial cartoon on your issue. Get them to organise a
campaign gig or hand out leaflets at their events. 

Small and specialist unions – engaging students in

#demo2012 Cumbria Students’ Union

“For us, the chance to

empower our students into

activism, into political

awareness, is an opportunity
we can’t afford to miss.”
Matt Tenant, Representation
Sabbatical, Cumbria Students’ Union

For Cumbria Students’ Union, the announcement of
the NUS National demonstration in November 2012
(#demo2012) represented an opportunity for a
small and specialist union to get involved in national
campaigning. But with a huge cost to their
participation and challenges in regard to limited staff
available, their decision to take part was a big one. 

But how can a small and specialist union engage
their members in a national campaign? The slogan
of #demo2012 is ‘educate, employ, empower’, but
what does this mean for students at Cumbria?

Matt Tenant explained that 70 per cent of students at
the University of Cumbria are on teaching and
nursing courses, most of which have seen a
reduction in funding due to recent changes.
Alongside this, there are limited employment
opportunities for young people in the north west of
England. So ‘educate, employ, empower’, the
slogan of the NUS national demonstration in
November 2012 means a lot to students at Cumbria.

Cumbria Students’ Union hope to be creative in
meeting the resource requirements, put a lot of effort
into fund raising, as well as sharing resources and
efforts with other tertiary students’ unions in the area.

Key to their strategy to engage students in
#demo2012 is thinking about what the
demonstration means to them.

See NUS Campaigns Hub post ‘The Demo: small

and specialist unions’, by Matt Tenant, University

of Cumbria Students’ Union

http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/campaignshub/
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Although your membership may have been

involved from the very beginning of the campaign,

you should also spend time – once your campaign

has been clearly worked out – talking to your

members, encouraging their participation and

explaining the arguments. It is often assumed that

all students will be as motivated to take action as

you are, but they may not have your level of

background knowledge and experience. An initial

expression of concern does not mean that

involvement will follow!

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it
is the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead,
anthropologist

It is equally important to think about the quality of
involvement as well as the quantity of supporters who
get involved. Having a large number of supporters can
be hugely beneficial if they have clear means of
channelling their efforts into creating change. However,
it’s as important to focus your efforts as much on
engaging a lot of students as it is to develop a core
group of dedicated activists who will stay with your
campaign till resolution and commit their skills and
ideas! 

One very important way of engaging and winning
support is to have a section of your students’ union
website dedicated to your campaign, or even have a
campaign website if you have the resources. If not, you
could set up a blog for your campaign, using a free
blog-hosting website. 

A webpage, site or blog can provide a central place
where supporters can easily go to find out about the
issue, what actions they can take and how. Recent
example from NUS include the NO2FeFees website, in
conjunction with the University College Union (UCU),
which provides resources, actions and guidance. If
you can make your website interactive and provide a
space for supporters to submit their input and see the
impact of it, this can be very effective.

Identify and get to know

your audience

Making your messaging effective requires careful
planning – it’s best to involve a good range of people
in this process, so you can get a good range of
perspectives and ideas. The first step is identifying and
understanding your audience. There are a variety of
tools that you can use to help you do this.

Targeting analysis can range from the simple to the
complex. Targeting starts by understanding who you
are trying to influence and why. In developing a
message, you should always be asking, “To whom is
this message directed, and why?”

Once a campaign has defined its audience, the next
step is to better understand that audience. This is the
essence of a grassroots campaign. A message can

>
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Green my apple

Greenpeace launched a campaign in 2004 to
reduce electronic waste, in particular through
removing the worst toxic substances from electronic
products and improving recycling policies. 

Greenpeace realised that while Apple may tune
them out, they would never tune out their customers.
So they launched the ‘Green my Apple’ website in
2006, designed to look like Apple’s own website,
where people could email Apple’s CEO, recommend
the site through social media, or blog, create
posters and T-shirt designs.

Apple customers and others took to the site
massively, and created a social media storm,
encouraged by Apple’s ‘Spoof Steve’ video, in
which Steve Jobs announced the phasing-out of
dangerous chemicals, a worldwide take-back policy
and a green iPod. 

As a result, Steve Jobs announced the phasing-out
of dangerous chemicals, pledged to increase its
recycling rate and to become an environmental
leader.

http://no2fefees.org.uk/
http://members.greenpeace.org/sites/greenmyapple/index.php
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only be effective if it is grounded in the experiences

and circumstances of its intended audience. A good
message will focus on values that are shared between
the campaign and its audience. 

How do you identify those shared values, and find out
what is on the minds of voters or community members? 

It starts with having a conversation with your

audience – welcome week is a great time to start this
process. It means listening to your audience by going
and speaking to them on your campus, door-to-door,
hosting events, sending text messages, making phone
calls and contacting them by email. Campaigns that
take time to get to know the people they are trying to
influence are able to develop messages that truly
resonate with their audience. 

In addition to connecting with and understanding your
intended audiences, other research is required for
effective message development – see section A (as
this ties in with identifying and analysing your issue)

and section B, part 8: How to influence: the ‘pictures

in our heads’. It is really important that you understand
the issues that are relevant in the campaign, and the
opposition's positions on those issues.

Make your messages simple, clear and powerful.
Some of the most memorable campaign messages
are those that communicate a campaign (including the
problem, solution and ways for people to get involved)
through a human story that chimes well with the
intended audience. An example of this is
‘NothingButNets’, technically a fundraising and
education programme, which aims to get people to
donate money that the organisation then uses to buy
nets and provide to communities in Africa; educating
people on their use:

Malaria Kills. Nets save lives. Send a net. Save a life.

Visit www.NothingButNets.net to donate and learn

more.

The problem, the solution and the action are all clear
and concise. Another method would be to start with a
powerful statistic to illustrate the problem, such as
‘every 30 seconds a child dies from malaria’, or a

longer message centred on a short story of a child
who, through receiving a net, was secured a future free
from malaria.

Winning students over

Prior Pursglove Get on the Bus

“Our campaign has been so successful because it
centred on ordinary students leading the way, it
was clear that this was what students wanted.”
Cameron Giles, President, Prior Pursglove College
Students’ Union

When its local authority travel subsidy scheme for
young people (Roaming and Travelling scheme –
RAT) came under threat, Prior Pursglove Students’
Union launched a Save the Rat campaign. Union
officers staged a Get on the Bus day with one of the
college’s own red double-decker buses, engaging
students across their campus, informing them of the
urgency of the issue and getting them to sign their
petition (while handing out hot soup!).

Despite strong turnout on the campaign day,
representing more than twenty per cent of the
college, the local council still intended to go ahead
with its plans. As a result the union stepped up the
campaign, launching a second petition which
gained over 2,000 signatures, and union officers
spoke at the council’s own meetings.

After some discussion, the council announced its
plans for a new scheme providing subsidised travel
for learners, the key feature of which was that for
students, travel costs would not be going up.

The campaign focused on an issue grounded in the
experiences of students, and together with NUS, the
union supported and encouraged them to make an
impact.

>
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Values model – settlers,

prospectors and pioneers

How do you engage people to do more than donate

money? The values model is something developed by
campaigns strategists Chris Rose and Pat Dade, who
argue that campaigners need to focus on the values
that underlie behaviour, in order to motivate people to
join their campaign and effect change.

The values model uses data from the responses to a
values analysis of the Cultural Dynamics Strategy and
Marketing 2008 survey in the UK (based on 1,000
questions put to 8,500 people – the world’s largest,
most intensive values survey) and the international
values research of Professor Shalom Schwartz.

The values model splits the population into:

• settlers (security-driven – 20 per cent of the UK
national population)

• prospectors (outer-directed or esteem-driven – 40
per cent)

• pioneers (inner-directed – 40 per cent). 

Pioneers are innovators – they start new behaviours,
organisations and initiatives – prospectors engage in
something because it confirms self-esteem and/or
brings esteem from others, and settlers adopt
behaviours after the other two groups have. An
example given by Rose and Dade is ‘ozone friendly’,
i.e. concern for the environment – from the 1970s this
was strictly a ‘pioneers’ concern, but became cool and
adopted by prospectors, and then became widely
accepted, as people got into recycling and so forth.5

Rose and Dade argue that over recent decades the
number of settlers in the population has diminished,
with major implications for how society functions. A lot
of campaigns which ask people to get involved or
change their behaviour repeatedly focus their
messaging at pioneers (the inner-directed part of the
population), rather than also engaging security-driven
settlers and prospectors. It has been argued that this
is the case with some campaigns by NGOs or
governments focused on reversing climate change.6

So, rather than issuing a general message with an
ethical focus and a key objective of students in
general, to reach all parts of your student population or
the wider population in the area you’re campaigning in,
it really pays to be mindful of the different values and
motivations which you will need to appeal to – to craft
your messaging, to get them involved, or change their
behaviour!

Action to movement

When conducting your conversations and developing
your messages, you should be aiming to convert this
effort into action and influence for the campaign. When
you are talking to supporters about taking action to get
the best results, you need your conversation to have
an actionable moment and a movement moment. 

• The actionable moment comes first and starts with
highlighting the problem or the urgent crisis, but
crucially there is an opportunity to stop the crisis
happening.

• The second element is the supporter-centred
model of change – make the connection between
actions the supporter can take now and how that
will lead to the change they want to see. 

• Another is the ease of action – make it clear and as
easy as possible to take an action immediately.
Have a direct action where possible, rather than a
‘signup’.

• Levels of involvement – create opportunities which
fit with the lifestyles of your audience, aim to
increase their involvement by appealing to their
values, but recognise that not everyone will have the
time to become direct activists – others may opt for
less intensive involvement.

• Finally the movement moment. Connect the action
to the broader movement. This can be grand and
urgent or subtle and modest – reinforce your
supporters’ sense of belonging and ownership of
the organisation, and make their action valuable!

http://www.cultdyn.co.uk/
http://www.cultdyn.co.uk/
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These techniques can be used in one-to-one
conversations, presentations, newsletters, etc.

When you have a conversation with your audience you
need to take them on a journey, otherwise they may
get distracted or lose interest. We have produced three
approaches to starting conversations with potential
supporters:

1. generating action – the apathy staircase

2. listen, explore, empathise and elevate

3. anger/hurt, hope, action.

They can help you overcome any potential barriers you
face when you are asking someone to support your
campaign.

1. Generating action – the

apathy staircase

The apathy staircase is a great way of remembering
the stages of the conversation you can use to inspire
action from your audience. 

2. Listen, explore,

empathise and elevate

The most important thing to remember is that to
achieve your campaign objective, you need to bridge
the gap between the person’s current understanding
of the situation and the understanding that you desire. 

You’re not attempting to win a debate – start from
where they are, gain their confidence by letting them
know we understand their concern and show them in
steps another way of understanding the situation.
While there is no guaranteed way of dealing with
objections, the listen/explore/equalise/elevate
framework is useful:

Listen 

Only by listening to people can you find out exactly
what they think and why; nod your head and
acknowledge their concern, and avoid telling the
person why they are wrong or ‘how it actually is’.

Allowing the person to speak also gives you insight
into the values that they hold and the experiences they
have had. It indicates that you do not just want to get
them to a meeting or sign them up.

Explore 

By using open questions, you give someone the
opportunity to tell you what they think and why. 

Objections to getting involved are often because
people have issues with the action that you are
suggesting, rather than that they don’t support you.
People are more likely to give a bland reason such as
‘I’m too busy to get involved’ than tell you that they are
not confident enough to do the action that you suggest
or that they don’t think anything can be changed. 

Asking questions such as “What is it about the
activity/campaign that you are not comfortable with?”
may elicit an answer that can be dealt with much more
specifically and constructively. The question “Is there
anything in particular that’s causing the time pressure”
might unearth an issue that they are happy to talk
about. 

Winning students over

Action: talk about how
you are going to make
this change happen
and what they can do
to help you.

Visioning: illustrate that it is
possible for their experience to
change. Talk about how this would
benefit them. What would need to
happen to make this come about?
Who makes the decision about
this issue? 

Injustice injection: illustrate how their
experience is unfair or wrong. Comparisons
are often a good way to do this, showing
them that there is an alternative to their
experience. 

Experience: what is the person’s experience of this
issue? How does the campaign affect them? 

>
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Equalise/empathise 

Acknowledging the position of the potential supporter
increases the chances that they will be willing to listen
to your point of view or even shift theirs. This does not
mean that you should necessarily agree with them,
especially if you don’t actually agree.

It may be that you have to listen to the person on this
point for a while and empathise a few times. Showing
them that you are equally concerned about their thoughts
as you are about the campaign may bring to the fore a
very specific concern that they would not otherwise
have raised without feeling that you would understand.

Elevate 

The last stage is to provide the person with information
that clarifies the situation and moves them past the

objection. You should at no stage try to get them to
agree that they were wrong to hold the objection in the
first place. You will rarely get a person to acknowledge
they were mistaken even if they can see they were. 

It is enough to neutralise the objection. One
conversation will never be able to shift the emotional
involvement of many peoples’ beliefs – we can only
hope to stop it being a barrier to the campaign.

Once you have neutralised the objection, you should
move on quickly by going back to the issue of concern
to them. It may be back to one of the stages of one-to-
one contact above or you may need to focus on the
technique of anger/hope/action explained on the
opposite page to get them thinking.

>
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What to do Examples of what to say

Listen • Encourage the other person to speak

• Be alert to what is implied but not said 

• Yes?

• You don’t seem convinced that this is the best
way to … Is that right?

• What is it about this you don’t like?

Explore • Get to the root of the issue or problem.

• Ask open questions – it may help the speaker
come to a clearer view

• Why do you think that?

• Why do you feel … can’t be done?

Equalise/

empathise

• Acknowledge their views or feelings

• Respect their view, empathise with them – by
doing this you bring yourself to the same
wavelength as them, even if you don’t agree
with their views

• Sometimes you can convert an objection into
a question that can then be answered

• I can see why you feel like that

• I can understand where you are coming from

• Yes, change can be difficult

Elevate • Move their thinking, give them some hope and
enthusiasm

• What do you think that you could do to stop
your rights as a student being breached?

• How do you think that we could make the most
of your experience and skills (e.g. in stopping
this course closure)?

>
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3. Anger/hurt, hope and

action

Often when people say “I don’t have the time” they
mean:

• “I don’t have time to waste on something that I don’t
think will work,” or 

• “I don’t have time to waste on changing something
when I have no idea how it could be better.”

When faced with these reactions or simply apathy we
have to recognise that these feelings and beliefs are
disabling; they contribute to a feeling of
powerlessness. If you don’t know how to change
things, if you don’t have the knowledge to change
things and don’t believe you can change things, then

you feel that you are powerless even in the midst of
conditions that cry out for change. A simple technique
for dealing with this is anger, hope, action:

Anger does not immobilise, it energises action.
Changing people's opinions and motivating them into
action is mainly about engaging their emotions – hope,
fear, anger, inspiration.

In politics, anger is almost always a necessary
precursor to change and hope. People aren't engaged
and motivated by statistics or ‘policies’ or facts, but
injustice can make people angry. We should not be
scared of this even though it can be confrontational. To
overcome apathy and powerlessness, we can
encourage people to be angry. 

Winning students over

Questions Comments

Anger • How do you feel about … ?

• What do you think about … ?

• Are you worried about … ?

• Do you think … is right?

• That’s terrible! 

• That seems unfair to me 

• It must be very difficult 

• I’d be really angry if that happened to me 

Hope • Would it help if we… 

– got together and talked about it? 

– all went to the principal about it? 

– found out who else is affected?

• What if…

– we all we act as a group?

– we demonstrate that we all want it changed? 

• Do you think that it is important that we try to
change that?

• At the college up the road they don’t have this
problem. 

• In … department they do this instead …

• At the university of … they had this problem
and they now do …

Action • Why not get involved in the campaign to …

• We have a meeting on … at … where you can
share you ideas and see what you want to do

• There are a range of actions – take part in our
online twobby of MPs or meet your local MP
on …, sign our petition or join our flash mob!

• I’d like to get involved, maybe to come along
to a meeting and take part in the twobby

• I can sign the petition but I’m not sure I have
time to do more

• I’d like to do as much as I can, where do I
start?

>
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Hope overcomes apathy. Anger itself is not enough.
Anger without hope creates frustration. By providing a
realistic plan to resolve the injustice, anger can be
converted to hope and action. Giving people
information about how things are elsewhere, or could
be here, encourages people to believe that their
aspirations are realistic. Letting people know what can
be done to achieve change provides hope that issues
can change for the better.

Action creates change. If you want people with hope
to take action, you must show them how their action
will contribute to the change they want. This may often
involve describing the power of collective action.
Inspiration transforms fear and anger into hope and
gives people power. Taking action in itself can give
people a real sense of power and control. Being part of
a mass action can also generate positive associations
of social solidarity. Being inspired is basically the
feeling of empowerment – empowerment to overcome
odds. 

When asking people to take action, here are a few
things to remember:

• always ask in person if possible (if not, then
preferably by phone – avoid email)

• personalise the task, ask people to help you to do
something – it makes them feel like they are not
doing it alone

• give them small tasks within their comfort zone

• ask volunteers to do things that they can do well or
have done before

• make it clear exactly what you are asking them to do

• tell them how their job fits in with the rest

• be enthusiastic about the importance of their work

• give them the opportunity to discuss any difficulties
with you.

Keep people accountable – let them know when you
will come back to see how they are getting on and
then, more importantly, make sure you do.

How are you going to record success, evaluate

impact and reflect on what change you’ve created?

The final stage is to think more about evaluation!

>
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Endnotes

Cumbria mental health campaign

The University of Cumbria Students’ Union launched a campaign to ensure the mental health counselling service
provision was kept at the university, after hearing of plans that it was threatened. Alongside this aim and to
contribute towards it, the campaign sought to raise awareness of mental health, reduce stigma and develop a solid
network of support for students.

One key feature of the campaign was mental health pledges. The union asked staff and students to write pledges
and positive messages/words of support onto paper ‘people’, which were then cut out, laminated and placed on a
‘pledge tree’ displayed publicly. The campaign also involved creating a mental health board, which contained words
of support, information about the campaign, pledges and celebrity stories. 

These tactics coincided with a flash mob which involved singing a campaign song to engage students, and an
opportunity for students to create faces with a smiley face on one side and a sad face on the other (to represent
how people can seem happy but have mental health issues).

At the Cumbria Students’ Union campaigns assembly, the mental health officer and student life sabbatical officer
put in a motion for the campaign to be continued over the next few years, and for a clear mental health policy to be
created to ensure all students are aware and informed. 

The campaign was able to engage students through creative means by involving their experiences and messages
in the campaign actions – listening, informing, elevating and inspiring action. 
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Endnotes
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3
For some interesting visual data on clicktivism or ‘slacktivism’, take
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4
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5
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Prospectors and Pioneers (Matador, Leicester)

6
See Rose, C (2010) Climate change campaigns: Keep calm but

don’t carry on, available online.
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